Faculty: Polina Popova, Instructor, M.A., PhD Candidate
Faculty Columbia E-mail: ppopova@colum.edu
Alternative E-mail: ppopov2@uic.edu

Course Description: The course covers the history of Russia from the 1800s to the demise of the Soviet Union. Special emphasis is given to such concepts as the political and cultural development of the Russian Empire and the U.S.S.R., the role of women in imperial and revolutionary Russia, race and racial relationships in the Soviet Union, and the collapse of the Soviet system.

The course has a special emphasis on cultural and social history, especially gender and race histories, as well as the cultural development of the Russian Empire and the U.S.S.R.

Module III (3 weeks) – Race and Racism in the Soviet Union.

Illustration 1. The cover of Agniia Barto’s 1936 book Bratishki.

Illustration 2. A poster to the 1936 movie *Circus*.

Read (if you can read Russian) and take a look at the illustrations of the following children’s books in chronological order:


Watch the following cartoon and film (the film is watched in class with the instructor’s commentaries):

*Samoedskii mal’chik*, 1928, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geLJtXAoEJk&list=PLunkRGu19QFa4L3OQB-Q9eWOA4uxt0PTV&index=2](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geLJtXAoEJk&list=PLunkRGu19QFa4L3OQB-Q9eWOA4uxt0PTV&index=2)
Grigorii Aleksandrov, *Circus*, 1936, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVAN0A6OWE4

In-class work:

- “Reading” children’s books and analyzing them (group discussions), reading a blog post “An Image of Japan and Its People in 1920s Soviet Children’s Literature,” *Princeton University Library Blog*, and then discussing children’s literature of the 1920s and the 1930s in the context of race and “affirmative action Empire” (sing Terry Martin’s term). Watching the cartoon *Samoedskii mal’chik*.


Homework:

- Using at least two sources from the list of articles and books (either two articles distributed in class, or any other source from the list: keep in mind that one article, one interview, or a chapter of the book is considered one source), review the film *Circus*, centering your analysis around the topic of race and (supposed) racial equality in the Early Soviet Union. Zoom onto the final “Lullaby” scene – at least one paragraph.

2. **Week 2 (Week 8 of the Course): Race and Racial Relationships in the Soviet Union during the Cold War and the Thaw.**
Illustration 3. Moscow Youth Festival of 1957.


If you have time left, read Charles Quist-Adade’s article “The African Russians: Children of the Cold War” (to be distributed by the instructor) which will help you with reviewing of the cartoon and podcast.

In-class work:

- Watching Valerii Todorovskii’s 2008 film *Hipsters* and discussing it in class. Group discussion: Black baby in *Circus* and *Hipsters*. Blackness and race in the post-Stalinist Soviet Union. Moscow Youth Festival.

Homework:

- Listen to episode 4 of the podcast *Teddy Goes to the USSR* and watch 1963 *Afriksankaia skazka*. Write a review of the cartoon using the information acquired from the podcast. How was the Thaw different from the Stalinist USSR in terms of the politics of internationalism? What was the ASoviet attitude to the political events of the American Civil Rights Movement Era?

3. **Week 3 (Week 9 of the Course): Late Soviet Union and post-Soviet Russia: Racist or not?**
Let’s start from the beginning... read Allison Blakely’s “African Imprints on Russia: A Historical Overview” (to be distributed by the instructor). Please, try to remember a great Russian poet and writer who had African roots. Read Frances M. Somers Cocks’s “The African Origins of Alexander Pushkin.” Watch the following YouTube Interview, “Black Russian on Racism and Being Black In Russia”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bawe_-gsrSo, and discuss racism in the late Soviet Union and post-Soviet Russia.

In-class work:

- Read Allsion Blakely’s article and discuss it with your reading partner (working in pairs).
- Read a second article Frances M. Somers Cocks’s “The African Origins of Alexander Pushkin” and discuss the two articles in groups (group work).
- Discussion of the modern days Russia and its racial prejudices and discriminations towards people of color.

Homework:

- Watch and reflect on the following academic talk of Hilary Lynd “Race in the Soviet Union,” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qthjOT88-Cs Please, keep in mind your previous homework, and write at least one paragraph overviewing the Soviets’ attitudes, their politics, biases, and wins in terms of racial equality and racial relationships. Consider the following: does modern post-Soviet Russia have a chance to be an anti-racist and truly diverse state?
Full Bibliography (and other sources):

- Podcasts/YouTube:

  *Teddy Goes to the USSR*, episode 4 – “Teddy Talks about Race,”
  [https://teddytoussr.com/2021/12/13/episode-4-teddy-talks-about-race/](https://teddytoussr.com/2021/12/13/episode-4-teddy-talks-about-race/)

  “Black Russian on Racism and Being Black In Russia,” *NFKRZ Interviews*,
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bawe-_gsrSo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bawe-_gsrSo)

- Books:


- Children’s Books:

  S. Poltavskii, *Detki-raznotsvetki*, 1927,
  [https://arch.rgdb.ru/xmlui/handle/123456789/35800#page/0/mode/2up](https://arch.rgdb.ru/xmlui/handle/123456789/35800#page/0/mode/2up) or

  Nikolai Lapshin, *Malen’kii Chon i dlinnii Dzhon*, 1928,

  Agniia Barto, *Bratishki*, 1936,
  [https://arch.rgdb.ru/xmlui/handle/123456789/27816#page/0/mode/2up](https://arch.rgdb.ru/xmlui/handle/123456789/27816#page/0/mode/2up) or

- Films/cartoons:

  *Afrikanskaia skazka*, 1963, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpj97RmJQbw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpj97RmJQbw)

  Grigori Aleksandrov, *Circus*, 1936, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVAN0A6OYE4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVAN0A6OYE4)

  *Samoedskii mal’chik*, 1928,
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geLJtXAoeJk&list=PLunkRGu19QFa4L3OQB-Q9eWOA4uxt0PTV&index=2](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geLJtXAoeJk&list=PLunkRGu19QFa4L3OQB-Q9eWOA4uxt0PTV&index=2)

- Articles/ Interviews:


